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Welcome to the family

The parts of your bow
1.

Thank you for choosing us for your new riser. My name is Sante Spigarelli. As an
athlete i took part to three olympic games, fourteen world cups, fourteen european

2.

4. Bow string
my knowledge. Back in the 1976 I created this company with my wife and today I keep
3.

7. Clicker
your new Spigarelli: Passion and Family.
First of all passion. The passion for what you do is the engine that makes you go

9. Brace height measure point
10. Grip

4.

that you will enrich it with your own passion for this sport.

5.
6.

the family it’s one of the most important things in life. That’s why you are so
7.

8.
9.
10.

Enjoy

11.

Sante Spigarelli and Massimo Spigarelli | Experience and Energy at your disposal
12.

13.

14.

15.
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16.

Limbs installation

String installation

Now that you know how your bow is composed we are ready to begin.
First of all we are going to install the limbs.

Well, the limbs are on, now we have to install the string.
IMPORTANT:

IMPORTANT:
of an incorrect bowstring could cause damage to the riser or the limbs and void the
install them to avoid the risk of causing damage to the riser or the limbs and void the
IMPORTANT:
For your safety and to avoid risk of causing damage to the riser or the limbs always
use a bowstringer to string and unstring your bow.
Usually bow strings have a larger and a smaller loop
pocket being sure that the dovetail bolt is alligned
to his slot.

Hold the bow horizontal by the riser grip with your non dominant hand and step on
the bowstringer.
Now draw the bow up and with your free dominant hand slide the larger loop into
the upper limb string groove.

Job done!
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Limbs adjustment

If the bow string sits on the right of the limb gauges center we are going to remove
the side locking screws of the pocket and watching the riser from the back we are

The limbs are on and the string is installed let’s have a look at the alignment.
In order to proceed we will need a couple of limb line gauges or something similar to
check the alignment of the limbs.

again the alignment and repeat if necessary.

Install the limb line gauges on the lower part of the upper limb and on the upper part
of the lower limb.
By aligning the string to the center of the riser and the limb line gauges we can have
The best one, everything is alligned and the check ends here ready for the next step.
The bow string sits on the right of the limb line gauges center.
screws.

Draw weight adjustment
Keep on discovering all the features of your new Spigarelli, now we are going to see
how to adjust the draw weight of your bow.
IMPORTANT:

the side locking screws of the pocket and watching the riser from the back we are

bow without unstringing could cause damage to the riser or the limbs and void the
warranty.

again the alignment and repeat if necessary.
at the same place of the locking screw.
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Brace adjustment

weight.

IMPORTANT:

warranty.

Suggested brace height

IMPORTANT:

64”

From

7

To

8

66”

From

7.1/2

To

8.1/2

68”

From

8

To

9

70”

From

9

To

9.3/4

8
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Tiller adjustment

Center shot adjustment

Don’t give up we are almost ready to shoot!

IMPORTANT:
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Warranty

NOTES

except for parts subject to wear and tear.

Proof of purchase
Owner: ____________________________
Model: ____________________________
Color: _____________________________

Reseller: ___________________________
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